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ABSTRACT
Although hurricane models can now more accurately forecast storm track, they
have not made significant improvement in forecasting hurricane intensity. Sea surface
temperature and ocean heat content play an important role in regulating tropical
cyclone intensity.

The focus of this study is on two important ocean model

parameters: the resolution and initialization scheme. The Princeton Ocean Model
(POM) is used to calculate the temperature fields under a specified hurricane wind
stress, utilizing either an idealized storm structure for the resolution experiments or
wind data from National Hurricane Center message files for the initialization
simulations.
This study examines ocean model response under idealized hurricane conditions
for a range of horizontal resolutions spanning from ½° to 1/18°. Resolution sensitivity
was examined for different storm speeds, different storm sizes, different model
physics (3D or 1D), and different initial ocean conditions. The higher resolution
experiments better represent the structure of the hurricane eye and the eyewall. It is
found that the magnitude of sea surface temperature (SST) in the cold wake is less at
coarser resolutions than at finer resolutions. Horizontal resolution is more important
in experiments with 3D physics than 1D physics. Horizontal resolution has a larger
impact in resolving slower moving storms than faster moving storms. Latent heat flux
is also generally larger at higher resolutions than coarser resolutions. The values of
SST, latent heat flux, and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) converge in experiments
with 1/12° and 1/18° grid spacing. Ocean heat uptake (OHU) increases as resolution
increases. Vertical resolution also plays an important role in ocean heat loss and

uptake estimations. Vertical grid spacing of at least 5 m in the mixed layer and at least
10 m in the upper thermocline are necessary for accurate calculations of ocean heat
loss and uptake.
Different model initializations, primarily differing in the method of data
assimilation, were tested and model output was compared to in-situ data from buoys
and Airborne eXpendable BathyThermographs (AXBTs) and satellite observations
from a survey mission on 16 July 2009 and during Hurricane Isaac in 2012. The
initializations tested were Global HYCOM and Feature-Based. For the survey, the
feature-based initialization was run three times, once using only CCAR altimetry
input, a second time using CCAR as well as AXBTs to determine the warm core ring
structure and location, and a third time using CCAR altimetry input and AXBTs to
determine the location only. The survey model comparisons show that the featurebased simulation with AXBT assimilation had the best agreement with the data. The
results are less conclusive when assessing the model response to hurricane conditions
during Hurricane Isaac. Both simulations have locations where they good skill, but no
initialization out-performs the other overall. Both of the simulations overestimate the
sea surface temperature cooling; the feature-based simulation typically underestimates
the mixed layer depth whereas the HYCOM simulation overestimates it.
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PREFACE
This thesis is being written in manuscript format and consists of two scientific
journal articles. Both chapters are still in preparation and will be submitted for
publication in the near future.
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ABSTRACT
Although hurricane models can now more accurately forecast storm track, they
have not made significant improvement in forecasting hurricane intensity.

Sea

surface temperature and ocean heat content play an important role in regulating
tropical cyclone intensity. The focus of this chapter is on ocean model resolution.
The Princeton Ocean Model (POM) is used to calculate the temperature fields under a
specified hurricane wind stress, utilizing an idealized storm structure.
This study examines ocean model response under idealized hurricane conditions
for a range of horizontal resolutions spanning from ½° to 1/18°. Resolution sensitivity
was examined for different storm speeds, different storm sizes, different model
physics (3D or 1D) and different initial ocean conditions. The higher resolution
experiments better represent the structure of the hurricane eye and the eyewall. It is
found that the magnitude of sea surface temperature (SST) in the cold wake is less at
coarser resolutions than at finer resolutions. Horizontal resolution is more important
in experiments with 3D physics than 1D physics. Horizontal resolution has a larger
impact in resolving slower moving storms than faster moving storms. Latent heat
flux is also generally larger at higher resolutions than coarser resolutions. The values
of SST, latent heat flux, and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) converge in experiments
with 1/12° and 1/18° grid spacing. Ocean heat uptake (OHU) increases as resolution
increases. Vertical resolution also plays an important role in ocean heat loss and
uptake estimations. Vertical grid spacing of at least 5 m in the mixed layer and at
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least 10 m in the upper thermocline are necessary for accurate calculations of ocean
heat loss and uptake.

1. Introduction
Designing skillful ocean models is a difficult task because there are many subgrid scale processes not explicitly resolved. For example, surface fluxes must be
parameterized, accurate initialization and open-ocean boundary conditions must be
selected, and the horizontal and vertical resolutions must be set. Accurately
reproducing ocean conditions is of importance in hurricane modeling because the
ocean is a driving force behind hurricane genesis and evolution (e.g. Price 1981,
Ginis 2002). Current research and operational ocean models use a range of horizontal
resolutions. For example, the Princeton Ocean Model (POM), which is a component
of the operational GFDL coupled hurricane model, uses 1/6° grid spacing. Global
HYCOM uses 1/12° spacing, and up to 1/24° resolution is frequently used in regional
models, such as the Intra Americas Sea Nowcast Forecast System for the Gulf of
Mexico and Caribbean Waters (Northern Gulf Institute 2012). 1/2° or coarser
resolutions are frequently used in global studies (e.g. Vincent et al. 2012).
Previous sensitivity studies on horizontal and vertical resolution in ocean
models under hurricane conditions have found mixed results and have not tested a
wide range of possible values. Halliwell et al. (2008) found horizontal resolution had
a noticeable effect on sea surface temperature (SST) cooling, but a small effect on the
heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere when modeling Hurricane Ivan (2004).
The higher grid spacing allows sharper resolution of the temperature change across
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fronts, which results in only a small impact on the area-integrated heat flux. They
found that a horizontal resolution of less than 10 km was sufficient, which is much
finer than those used in many climate models. They also found a low impact of
vertical resolution, with the ideal vertical resolution being 10 m in the ocean mixed
layer. Mao et al. (2000) found that as they increased model resolution, the storms had
greater intensity and the track moved farther northward. However, the resolutions
they tested were 30, 40, and 50 km, which are too coarse to resolve mesoscale
dynamics.
Ocean models designed for use under hurricane conditions must accurately
predict sea surface temperature and upper ocean structure, as these are significant
factors in forecasting storm intensity. Idealized and real case studies of coupled
tropical cyclone models have shown that the storm intensity is sensitive to ocean
coupling, especially for slow moving storms or those over shallow mixed layers
(Bender and Ginis 2000, Ginis 2002). The interaction between the ocean and a
hurricane involves both positive and negative feedback; as the storm strengthens
(wind speed increases), the evaporation rate at the sea surface increases, resulting in
an increase in the latent heat which enables the storm to strengthen. On the other
hand, as the wind stress increases, the turbulent mixing increases, which leads to a
deeper mixed layer and a decrease in sea surface temperature. This change causes a
decrease in the total air-sea heat flux which results in a decrease in storm intensity.
Studies examining the effect of tropical cyclones (TCs) on climate and global
circulation must also accurately predict the subsurface warming, or ocean heat
uptake, caused by storm-induced turbulent mixing. The wind mechanically stirs the
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water in the upper ocean layer. Cold water is entrained into the mixed layer from the
thermocline below causing the mixed layer to deepen. As a result, the water in the
mixed layer cools and water in the upper part of the thermocline warms, as shown in
Figure I.1.
Solar radiation and weaker winds restore the surface to pre-storm conditions
after the passage of the storm; however, the warm anomaly will remain for a period of
weeks to months and can contribute to the global ocean circulation (Emanuel 2001,
Pasquero and Emanuel 2008). The mixed layer is the well-mixed, nearly homogenous
temperature layer near the ocean surface. The mixed layer temperature is determined
by surface heat flux, horizontal advection, and the turbulent heat flux at the mixed
layer base. The spatial variations in ocean mixed layer depth (OMLD) have a
significant role in SST response, the amount of cooling and the rate of intensification.
Shallower mixed layer depths allow for greater SST cooling and more weakening of
storms (Mao et al. 2000). Upwelling may increase the entrainment rate by reducing
the mixed layer thickness (Ginis 2002). Wind-induced turbulent mixing entrains
cooler water from the thermocline into the mixed layer, resulting in a deeper ocean
mixed layer depth and a decreased SST.
Tropic cyclone-induced subsurface warm anomalies generated locally by
turbulent mixing could play a role in driving the thermohaline circulation of the
global oceans (Emanuel 2001, Pasquero and Emanuel 2008, Dare and McBride
2011). These warm anomalies monotonically decrease as lateral advection and
diffusion carry heat away from the water column. The evolution of heat content is a
balance between the anomalous surface heating and the heat flux away from the
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column warming the surrounding waters. For the first few months post-storm, the
air-sea heat flux dominates and there is a net positive heat flux; however, four to six
months later, the lateral heat loss from the deeper layers of the water column results
in a net negative heat flux (Pasquero and Emanuel 2008). They further concluded
that approximately half of the maximum heat anomaly in the water column is lost into
the atmosphere without being horizontally advected. The ocean gains heat over the
perturbed region and loses heat over the equatorial band and near the coasts. The
warm subsurface water is advected toward lower latitudes, driven by winds which
cause equatorial upwelling. SST anomaly is reduced in about a month by air-sea heat
flux and lateral displacement while the warming at the base of the mixed layer
remains in the tropical regions for periods of months (Pasquero and Emanuel 2008).
Emanuel (2001) speculated that it is conceivable that much of the observed
lateral heat flux carried by the ocean is induced by tropical cyclones. While tropical
cyclones are relatively infrequent (there are ~90/year globally), they are very efficient
mixers of the upper ocean. After the storm, the return of SST to pre-storm conditions
is balanced by the lateral oceanic heat transported out of the region. By averaging the
cold anomaly over the volume, he estimated the global effect of tropical cyclones on
lateral heat transport to be 1.4 +/- 0.7 PW. Sriver and Huber (2007) found similar
values; approximately half of the global heat budget that drives the thermohaline
circulation could be accounted for by mechanical stirring by cyclones. However,
Jansen et al. (2010) argued that one must be careful in distinguishing between
seasonal and permanent thermocline warming. They concluded that previous studies
overestimate the lateral heat transport since they do not account for heat returned to
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the atmosphere during the winter; they found that only 0-0.3 PW eventually make its
way into the permanent thermocline and contribute to ocean heat transport. Another
reason that the estimates might be too large is through the parameterization of tropical
cyclones as a source of permanent mixing (Manucharyan et al. 2011) instead of as
discrete events. They ran a series of simulations with a constant annual mean
diffusivity but with different temporal dependences of the mixing, i.e. in one case the
mixing is applied for all twelve months at a lower maximum value, and in other cases
the mixing is more intermittent but has a higher maximum value. Their results
showed a reduction of the local SST anomaly and anomalous heat transport from the
mixing region when they decreased the fraction of the year experiencing mixing.
Therefore climate studies that try to apply a constant vertical diffusivity throughout
the year might overestimate the total heat transport.
This paper aims to answer the following questions: What are the effects of
horizontal ocean resolution on sea surface temperature under hurricane conditons?
What is the optimal horizontal ocean resolution for SST prediction? What is the
impact of horizontal ocean resolution and vertical ocean resoltuion on the upper
ocean heat uptake under hurricanes? What is the difference in impact of horizontal
resolution if the model has 1D or 3D physics?
Section 2 will describe the ocean model used for these experiments. Section 3
will discuss the impact of ocean model horizontal resolution on sea surface
temperature and heat fluxes. Section 4 will discuss the impact of ocean model
horizontal and vertical resolution on ocean heat uptake. Section 5 will sumarize the
results.
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2. Description of Model and Experimental Set-up
The experiments for this study were performed using a version of the
Princeton Ocean Model (POM; Mellor 2004) used in the operational Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory-University of Rhode Island (GFDL-URI) coupled
hurricane-ocean prediction system for the Atlantic basin (Bender et al. 2007). The
idealized set-up used for this study is similar to the set-up used in Yablonsky and
Ginis (2009). The horizontal POM grid is on curvilinear orthogonal coordinates, with
horizontal differencing done on a staggered Arakawa C-grid. The vertical
coordinates are terrain-following sigma coordinates (Gopalakrishnan et al. 2011).
POM is a primitive equation model. For the 1D experiments, the advection,
horizontal diffusion, and pressure gradient terms are removed so that at each grid
point, there is no interaction among surrounding grid points in the horizontal.
The ocean grid is a rectangle spanning 17.773°N to 27.0227°N and 90°W to
65°W. Unlike the operational model, the ocean grid is set on an f-plane centered on
22.4°N. The domain is assumed to have a constant depth of 2500-m (no land or
bathymetry).
In all experiments, the ocean is initialized with a horizontally homogeneous
temperature and salinity profile and with no background currents. The temperature
profile is based on the 0-2500 m portion of the Generalized Digital Environmental
Model (GDEM) climatological profile in the Gulf of Mexico Common Water (GCW)
or Caribbean (CRB) during the month of September (Teague et al. 1990), as shown in
Figure I.2.
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The axisymmetric wind field distribution is based on the wind field derived
from an analytic Holland profile (Holland 1980), in this case with a central pressure
of 950 hPa, environmental pressure of 1013 hPa, maximum wind speed of 55 m s-1,
radius of maximum wind of 55 km or 30 km, and air density of 1.28 kg m-3. The
wind field is then projected onto the ocean model grid. In all experiments, the wind
stress field translates westward at either 2.4 or 4.8 m s-1 for 72 hours. The wind field
remains perfectly axisymmetric; no adjustment is made for the translation speed.
Figure I.3 shows the calculated Holland profiles used in these experiments.
The five horizontal resolutions tested in these experiments are: 1/2° (51 by 21
grid points in the x and y directions), 1/3° (76 by 31), 1/6° (151 by 61), 1/12° (301 by
121), and 1/18° (451 by 181) to cover the range of grid spacings used in global
studies, operationally, and in regional models. Figures I.4 and I.5 show the
projection of the Holland wind profile onto the ocean model grid. Figure I.4 is a
section of the wind swath for each of the resolutions, and Figure I.5 shows the wind
field differences between the experiments with coarser resolutions compared to the
experiment with 1/18° grid spacing.
There are differences in the swath and instantaneous wind fields when
projected onto the ocean grids of various resolutions. The maximum wind is
underestimated and the radius of maximum wind is overestimated at lower
resolutions. Farther from the storm center, the wind is stronger at coarser resolutions.
The swath shows weaker winds over a wider swath at lower resolutions. These
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differences in swath and wind speed are reflected in the differences in sea surface
temperature cooling and latent heat fluxes, as discussed in Section 3.
Five sets of vertical levels were also tested: 23, 27, 32, 42, and 55 levels. All
of them had the lowest sigma level located at 2500 m. The experiments with 23
vertical levels have full sigma levels at 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 45, 40, 60, 75,
100, 150, 225, 325, 450, 650, 900, 1200, 1600, 2000, and 2500 m. The 23 levels are
identical to those used in the operation HWRF POM model (Gopalakrishnan et al.
2011). Section 3 examining the impact of horizontal resolution on sea surface
temperature and heat flux will only use the models with 23 vertical levels. The other
sets of vertical levels will be discussed more thoroughly in Section 4.

3. Sea Surface Temperature and Latent Heat Flux
The high winds found in a tropical cyclone mix the ocean water causing sea
surface temperatures to decrease. Hurricanes are fueled by heat from the ocean, so sea
surface temperature is an important parameter in forecasting storm intensity and
track. The effect of varying horizontal resolution on SST was examined for two
different ocean conditions (Gulf Common Water (GCW) and Caribbean Water (CRB)
initial temperature profiles (Figure I.2), and three sets of storm conditions (storm size,
storm speed, and 1D or 3D physics). Table I.1 lists the sets of parameter
combinations and abbreviations used for these tests.
Sea surface temperature anomalies were calculated by subtracting the initial
sea surface temperature (28.86°C) from the sea surface temperature after 72 hours.
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Figure I.6 shows the sea surface temperature anomaly for GCW-R3-U5 for the
different resolutions tested. As depicted in the figure, there is greater SST cooling at
higher resolutions. This difference can be seen more clearly in Figure I.7 by looking
at cross-track cross-sections taken through the storm center and 100 km behind the
storm center.
The magnitude of the cooling is greater and the asymmetry is more
pronounced at higher resolutions. The rightward bias in SST cooling is due to the
wind stress on the right enhancing the inertial motions. Directly under the storm, the
difference in cooling between 1/2° and 1/18° experiments is about half a degree. The
location of the maximum cooling shifts further to the right of the track; the minimum
temperature for the experiments with 1/2° and 1/3° grid spacings is more than one
times the radius of maximum winds to the left of the track whereas the minimum
temperature for the experiment with 1/18 ° grid spacing is about half a radius of
maximum wind to the right of the storm center. There is more than a 2.5 ° difference
in the maximum cooling at 100 km behind the storm center between the experiments
with 1/2 ° and 1/18 ° grid spacing. The asymmetry of the storm response is more
evident at higher resolutions, with a greater area of cooling to the right of the track at
higher resolutions and an area more centered on the storm track at coarser resolutions.
This is likely due to the stronger winds and stronger currents resonating. The coarser
resolutions show larger cooling on the left hand of the storm on the periphery. These
changes are also evident in looking at a zoomed-in section of the sea surface
temperature anomaly differences (Figure I.8).
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Figure I.9 shows the average sea surface temperature anomaly within the inner
core (60 km), measured from the storm center. For G3D-R3-U5 and G1D-R3-U5, the
differences in average cooling are not substantial and there is almost no difference
between 1/6°, 1/12°, and 1/18° experiments. The differences in the projection of the
wind and the wind swath were not great among these resolutions and this is reflected
in small differences in cooling. The experiment with 1/2° horizontal resolution shows
less cooling. The cooling is greater for the slower storm (G3D-R3-U2 and G1D-R3U2) and the differences within the parameter cluster between resolutions are also
greater. However, the ratio between the cooling for the experiments with low
resolution and high resolution are similar for the two translation speeds; i.e. the ratio
of cooling between 1/2° and 1/18° for the faster and slower experiment was similar.
There is not an appreciable impact in the effect of resolution with 1D or 3D
physics for the faster storm when the temperature anomalies are averaged. However,
there are significant differences in the spatial fields. Figure I.10 shows the sea
surface temperature anomaly difference between the experiment with 3D physics
(G3D-R3-U5) and 1D physics (G1D-R3-U5) for the same resolution. This difference
is greater at higher resolution; therefore, the difference in physics is less important for
experiments with coarser resolutions and more important for experiments with higher
resolution. This is likely due to the higher resolution better resolving upwelling and
downwelling, which are only represented by 3D physics.
Resolution sensitivity was compared for storms of two sizes, a smaller storm with a
radius of maximum wind of 30 km and a larger storm with a radius of maximum wind
of 55 km. For the experiment with larger storm, the experiment with 1/2° grid
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spacing has the most cooling and the experiment with 1/3° spacing has the least.
Since 55 km is approximately half a degree, the 1/2° experiment captures the
maximum wind but does not capture the decrease in wind speed as accurately as the
experiments with higher resolution. The experiment with 1/3° grid spacing does not
capture the maximum wind speed and therefore has less mixing and less cooling.
The most drastic differences in average sea surface temperature anomaly are in the
experiment with the slower storm. However, while it has the largest differences and
largest cooling overall, the proportion of cooling in the 1/2° experiment to the cooling
in the 1/18° is only slightly more than in the faster moving storm.
Another important measure of the effect of sea surface temperature on hurricane
intensity is the latent heat flux. The flux was calculated assuming a fixed horizontally
homogenous atmosphere with 10-m air temperature of 25° C, 95% relative humidity,
and a fixed atmospheric pressure of 980 mb. These values are similar to those used in
Cione and Ulhorn (2003). The latent heat flux, HL is computed by
,

(1)

where ρ is the air density, U is the 10-m wind speed, Ce is the dimensionless
coefficient of moisture exchange at 10 m, Lv is the latent heat of vaporization, and
qSST and qA are the saturation mixing ratios at the SST and the air temperature
respectively. HL is calculated for each point in the domain, interpolated onto a 1/18 °
mesh, and then averaged within a 60 km radius from the storm center. Any values
that were calculated to be less than zero, which is unphysical, were set to zero before
averaging. Generally an increase in resolution results in an increase in latent heat
flux due the reduced maximum winds in the coarser resolution experiments. For the
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faster moving storm, the differences between 1/6°, 1/12°, and 1/18° average latent
heat flux are small. It is not necessary to increase the horizontal resolution beyond
this range. For the slower moving storms, the maximum wind speed is the same as
for the faster moving storm experiment, but the sea surface temperature cooling is
greater, especially in the 3D experiments, so the flux is smaller. For the slower
storm, the different trend in average heat flux with increasing grid spacing from ½ o
to 1/6o resolutions might be explained by the fact while the maximum wind is
stronger for higher resolutions, the SST cooling is larger. Latent heat flux may
decrease if the rate of SST cooling is larger than the rate of the wind increase (see
Equation 1). The role of resolution is masked when comparing averages, as there are
spatial differences that emerge when looking at the latent heat flux fields, as shown in
Figures I.12 and I.13.
At lower resolutions, the wind is stronger near the eye, and weaker toward the
periphery and SST cooling is less. These patterns are reflected in the latent heat flux
differences in the inner core as shown in Equation 1. The averages appear similar in
Figure I.11 because the negative and positive differences are off-setting each other.
The largest spatial differences in the latent heat flux between resolutions are in the
case of the slower moving storm, shown in Figure I.13.
It has been shown that horizontal resolution has a greater impact on sea
surface temperature anomaly and fluxes for smaller and slower moving storms than
larger or faster ones. The differences in sea surface temperature can be traced back to
differences in turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), as shown in Figures I.14 and I.15. The
wind stirs the water and generates currents. The turbulent kinetic energy is related to
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the vertical shear of the currents and is a measure of the amount of mixing. The
degree of mixing is correlated with the sea surface temperature decrease under the
storm. The model experiments with higher resolution also have higher TKE. Higher
resolution allows for better representation of the wind profile. The higher wind field
thus results in stronger currents with stronger vertical shear, which is reflected in the
higher TKE values.
This study also examined the sensitivity to horizontal resolution under
different ocean conditions. The main difference between the Gulf of Mexico and
Caribbean Sea initial temperature profiles is the depth of the mixed layer; they both
have the same sea surface temperature (Figure I.2). For the Caribbean Sea (CRB)
experiments (see Table I.1), the same SST anomaly trends hold as they do for the
Gulf of Mexico Common Water experiments, but the magnitudes of the hurricaneinduced temperature cooling are smaller, as expected. The ratio of maximum sea
surface temperature anomalies and latent heat fluxes between 1/2° to 1/18° are similar
for the experiments with the two different initial temperature profiles (not shown).

4. Ocean Heat Uptake
Ocean heat uptake (OHU) is an important measurement of the impact of hurricanes
on global ocean circulation. It is calculated by:

(2)
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where ρ is the density, cp is the heat capacity, T is the temperature, z1 is the depth of
the top of the warm anomaly and z2 is the depth of the bottom of the warm anomaly,
as marked in Figure I.16 below. This section will examine the impact of horizontal
resolution and vertical resolution on ocean heat uptake.

4.1 Effect of horizontal resolution:
Figure I.17 shows the spatial distribution of ocean heat update for the 1/18°
and 1/3° experiments. The OHU field is much greater at higher resolutions than
lower resolutions. The maximum ocean heat uptake is about 60 W/m2 for the
experiment with 1/18°grid spacing and only 40 W/m2 for the experiment with 1/3°
grid spacing.
Figure I.18 shows the domain-averaged vertical temperature anomaly profile for
G1D-R3-U5.
The cold sea surface temperature anomaly magnitudes are greater at higher
resolutions, but horizontal resolution has little impact on the location of z1. The depth
of z2 is deeper for higher horizontal resolution, resulting in larger ocean heat uptake.
As the hurricane moves across the ocean, the domain-integrated ocean heat uptake
increases. Figure I.19 shows the domain-integrated OHU for G1D-R3-U5 between
hours 24 and 72. The figure shows that the OHU rate is higher at higher resolutions.
The rates are 0.14, 0.15, 0.17, 0.18, 0.19 PW for the 1/2°, 1/3°, 1/6°, 1/12°, and 1/18°
experiments, respectively. Global models using coarser resolution could substantially
underestimate the impact of hurricanes on the OHU.
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The ocean heat uptake is harder to calculate for the experiments with 3D
physics than 1D physics since the 3D effects of upwelling and downwelling can shift
the vertical temperature profile, making it difficult to locate z1 and z2. When
averaged over the whole domain, the 3D vertical advection effects are cancelled out.
Figure I.20 shows the average vertical temperature anomaly profile for G3D-R3-U5.
The experiment with 1/2° grid spacing was neglected from this figure due to suspect
results that require further investigation. The location of z1 is similar for the different
horizontal resolutions, although the sea surface temperature cold anomalies are
greater at higher resolutions as in G1D-R3-U5 experiments. The maximum warm
anomaly is greater at higher resolutions, and the location of z2 is deeper, so the ocean
heat uptake will be larger at finer resolutions. Figure I.21 shows the domain averaged
ocean heat uptake rates for these experiments between hours 24 and 72. The trends
seen for the 3D model are similar to the trends seen in the 1D results. The rate
increases as grid spacing increases, and there is very little difference between the
experiments with 1/12° and 1/18° grid spacing. The OHU rates are 0.16, 0.20, 0.21,
and 0.21 PW for 1/3, 1/6, 1/12, and 1/18° grid spacing respectively.
4.2 Effect of vertical resolution:
The impact of vertical resolution on ocean heat uptake was also investigated.
The higher vertical resolution allow for more accurate calculations of z1 and z2. The
experiments were repeated with 23, 27, 32 and 42 vertical levels. The 23-level
experiment was identical to the one used in Section 3. The experiments with 27
vertical levels have z levels every 10 meters starting at 0 m down to 160 meters;
thereafter the levels are located at 180, 220, 300, 450, 650, 900, 1200, 1600, 2000,
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and 2500 m. The experiments with 32 levels have levels located every 5 meters from
0 meters to 50 meters, thereafter every 10 meters down to 160 meters, thereafter they
have match the levels found in the 27-level experiment. The experiments with 42
levels have 5 meter spacing from 0 m to 150 m, thereafter they followed the
progression from 160 m, matching the 27 and 32 level experiments. These set-ups are
summarized in Table I.2. For these experiments, the horizontal resolution was fixed
at 1/18°. Here the “mixed layer vertical resolution” is defined as the vertical
resolution from the surface down to 50 m; the “upper thermocline vertical resolution”
is defined as the vertical spacing between 50 m and 150 m. These cut-offs are based
roughly on the expected locations of z1 and z2.
Differences in the calculation of OHU can arise due to different temperature
values and different values of z1 and z2. Figure I.22 shows the domain-averaged
vertical temperature anomaly profiles for different vertical resolutions. The ML10UT10 experiment differs from the others, as it has the coarsest mixed layer resolution.
It has the smallest warm and cold anomalies. However, it does have a similar z2 to
ML5-UT10. ML5-UT>10 has the coarsest resolution in the upper thermocline and
the deepest z2, which leads to a larger warm anomaly. Table I.3 shows the ocean
heat uptake rate and heat loss rate for G1D-R3-U5 1/18° for the different vertical
resolutions tested.
Theoretically the heat loss and heat uptake must be equal during 1D vertical
mixing. However, in a numerical model there are errors due to finite difference
approximation of the differential equations in the vertical. The heat loss and heat
uptake rates are similar for all the experiments with mixed layer vertical resolution of
18

5 m; the heat loss rate is associated with the cold anomaly and therefore is dependent
on z1 and not z2. Mixed layer spacing of 10 m results in a much smaller heat loss
rate. Therefore the 10 m vertical resolution in the mixed layer is inadequate. The heat
uptake rate is dependent on both z1 and z2, so both mixed layer resolution and upper
thermocline resolution are important in this calculation. The small differences
between ML5-UT10 and ML5-UT5 indicate that 10 m resolution is sufficient in the
upper thermocline.
The impact of vertical resolution is more pronounced in the experiment with
3D physics, G3D-R3-U5 1/18°. Figure I.23 shows the domain averaged vertical
temperature anomaly profiles. Again, the mixed layer spacing of 10 m does not
capture the full extent of the warm anomaly and the upper thermocline spacing of
greater than 10 m has a deeper z2 than the experiments with finer vertical resolution
in the upper thermocline. These differences are also evident when comparing the heat
uptake and heat loss rates (Table I.4). Note that in a 3D model the heat loss is greater
than heat uptake because turbulent mixing is affected by hurricane-induced vertical
upwelling.
The heat uptake rate is greater with higher resolution as z2 is calculated more
accurately; there is little difference in the heat loss rate. Again, it appears that vertical
spacing of at least 5 m in the mixed layer and at least 10 m in the upper thermocline
are necessary for accurate measurement of ocean heat uptake.
The differences in OHU rates for different vertical resolutions can be
explained by comparing vertical cross-sections of turbulent kinetic energy. Figure
I.24 shows a cross-section taken 100 km parallel to the track; Figure I.25 shows a
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cross-section taken through the track, at the same locations as in Figures I.14 and
I.15. In ML10-UT10 experiments, the turbulent kinetic energy has the smallest
magnitude. As a result, the entrainment of colder water from the thermocline is
reduced. This explains why the upper ocean heat loss is the smallest in these
experiments. The differences in magnitude between vertical spacings are greater in
the experiments with 3D physics than those with 1D physics.

5. Conclusions
The results of this study can be summarized as follows:
- Hurricane-induced sea surface temperature cooling in a numerical ocean model is
sensitive to the grid spatial resolution. The cooling is less at coarser spatial
resolutions than finer resolutions. This is primary because the hurricane wind
structure is not well resolved for larger grid spacing, especially within the eyewall.
- The effect of horizontal resolution is larger in the model with 3D physics than 1D
physics. This is primarily due to the higher resolution better resolving hurricaneinduced upwelling and downwelling, which are only represented by 3D physics.
-Horizontal resolution has a greater impact in resolving the ocean response for
smaller and slower moving storms than larger and faster moving storms.
- Generally, an increase in horizontal resolution tends to increase the latent heat flux
due to more accurate representation of the hurricane winds.
-The differences in sea surface temperature cooling for different resolutions can be
traced back to the spatial distribution of hurricane-induced turbulent kinetic energy in
the upper ocean. TKE is typically stronger in a higher resolution model.
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-The values of SST, latent heat flux, and TKE converge in experiments with 1/12°
and 1/18° grid spacing. These resolutions may be considered optimal for coupled
hurricane-ocean models.
-Ocean heat loss and uptake increase as both horizontal and vertical resolutions
increase.
- Vertical grid spacing of at least 5 m in the mixed layer and at least 10 m in the upper
thermocline are necessary for accurate calculations of ocean heat loss and uptake.
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Table I.1: Experiment Parameters for Sea Surface Temperature Tests
Initial T

1D/3D

Storm Size
(km)

Storm Speed
(m/s)

GCW

3D

30

4.8

G3D-R3-U5

GCW

1D

30

4.8

G1D-R3-U5

GCW

3D

55

4.8

G3D-R5-U5

GCW

3D

30

2.4

G3D-R3-U2

CRB
CRB
CRB
CRB

3D
1D
3D
3D

30
30
55
30

4.8
4.8
4.8
2.4

C3D-R3-U5
C1D-R3-U5
C3D-R5-U5
C3D-R3-U2
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Table I.2: Vertical Resolution Experiments
No. Vert. Levels
23
27
32
42

Mixed Layer
Vertical Resolution
(m)
~5
10
5
5

Upper Thermocline
Vertical Resolution
(m)
>10
10
10
5
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M5-U>10
M10-U10
M5-U10
M5-U5

Table I.3: Impact of Vertical Resolution on Heat Uptake and Heat Loss Rates for
G1D-R3-U5 1/18°

ML5-UT>10
ML10-UT10
ML5-UT10
ML5-UT5

Heat Uptake Rate (PW)
0.19
0.18
0.21
0.22
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Heat Loss Rate (PW)
0.21
0.16
0.22
0.21

Table I.4: Impact of Vertical Resolution on Heat Uptake and Heat Loss Rates for
G3D-R3-U5 1/18°

ML5-UT>10
ML10-UT10
ML5-UT10
ML5-UT5

Heat Uptake Rate (PW)
0.21
0.15
0.28
0.28

27

Heat Loss Rate (PW)
0.31
0.32
0.32
0.32

Figure I.1: The figure on the left shows the initial temperature profile (dashed line)
and the profile at the same location 72 hours after storm passage (solid line). The
temperature anomaly is shown on the figure in the right; the filled blue area is the
region of cooling and the red area is the region of sub-surface warming.
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Figure I.2: Initial temperature profiles in the upper 150 meters for Gulf Common
Water (GCW) or Caribbean Sea (CRB) profiles. For these idealized experiments, the
initial temperature field is horizontally homogeneous.
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Figure I.3: Radial cross-section of the wind speed based on the Holland profile. Here,
the maximum wind is 55 m/s and the radius of maximum wind is either 30 or 55 km.
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Figure I.4: Wind Swath (top) and Wind Swath Anomalies (middle and bottom) in m
s-1 for the experiments with a 30 km radius of maximum wind.
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Figure I.5: Wind field anomalies in m s-1 in different horizontal resolution
experiments relative to the 1/18° resolution for the experiments with 30 km radius of
maximum wind. The dashed line is the radius of maximum wind and the solid line is
the 60 km radius from the storm center.
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Figure I.6: Sea surface temperature anomaly at 72 hours from initial state for
experiment G3D-R3-U5. Temperature contours are every 0.5°. The solid black line is
the storm track. The dashed lines are the locations of the cross-track cross-sections
shown in Figure I.7. The dashed ellipse represents the radius of maximum wind (30
km). Because the figure axes are not equal, the radius of maximum wind does not
appear axisymmetric.
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Figure I.7: Cross-track cross-sections of SST anomaly for G3D-R3-U5. The crosssection to the left is taken through the storm center. The cross section to the right is
taken 100 km in the wake of the storm. The x-axis is the horizontal distance
north/south to the storm track normalized by the radius of maximum wind.
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Figure I.8: Sea surface temperature anomaly differences for G3D-R3-U5. The dashed
white circle shows the radius of maximum wind; the solid white circle shows the 60
km radius from the storm center. Contours are every 1/2°.
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Figure I.9: Average sea surface temperature anomaly within 60 km of storm center.
Each cluster shows the results for the five resolutions tested for one parameter set.
The clusters shown are (left to right): G3D-R3-U5, G1D-R3-U5, G3D-R3-U2, and
G1D-R3-U2.
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Figure I.10: Difference between G3D-R5-U5 and G1D-R5-U5 for the experiments
with horizontal grid spacing of 1/18° (top) and 1/3° (bottom). The solid line is the
storm track; the dashed “circle” is the radius of maximum wind.
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Figure I.11: Average latent heat flux within 60 km of storm center. Each cluster
shows the results for the five resolutions tested for one parameter set. The clusters
shown are (left to right): G3D-R3-U5, G1D-R3-U5, G3D-R3-U2, G1D-R3-U2.
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Figure I.12: Top: latent heat flux (W m-2) for 1/18° G3D-R3-U5 experiment. The
black circle is the 60 km radius.
Bottom: Latent heat flux differences (W m-2) for G3D-R3-U5. The white dashed
circle is the radius of maximum winds. The white solid circle is 60 km from the
storm center. Solid black contours are positive differences; dashed black contours are
negative differences. The contour spacing is every 100 W m-2.
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Figure I.13: Same as bottom of Figure I.12 but for G3D-R3-U2.
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Figure I.14: Vertical cross-section of turbulent kinetic energy taken 100 km parallel
to the right of the track. The dashed white line shows the longitude of the storm
center.
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Figure I.15: Vertical cross-section of the turbulent kinetic energy. The cross-section
is taken one degree behind the storm center. The dashed white line shows the latitude
of the storm center.
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Z1

Z2

Figure I.16: Domain-averaged vertical temperature anomaly. The area in blue is the
cold anomaly and the area in red is the warm anomaly. Z1 is at the depth where the
curve first shifts from positive to negative, between the blue and red areas (top black
line). Z2 is the depth at the bottom of the warm anomaly where the anomaly is
approximately zero from there to the ocean floor, at the bottom of the red area,
bottom black line.
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Figure I.17: Ocean heat uptake (W m-2) for G1D-R3-U5 for the experiments with
horizontal grid spacing of 1/18° (top) and 1/3° (bottom). The solid line is the storm
track; the dashed “circle” is the radius of maximum wind.
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Figure I.18: G1D-R3-U5 domain-averaged vertical temperature profile for different
resolutions.
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Figure I.19: Domain integrated OHU in G1D-R3-U5 experiments. The ocean heat
uptake rate (J) is found by taking the slope of the linear fit to the ocean heat uptake
between hours 24 and 72.
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Figure I.20: Average vertical temperature anomaly profiles in G3D-R3-U5
experiments.
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Figure I.21: Ocean heat uptake rates (J) for G3D-R3-U5.
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Figure I.22: Domain averaged vertical temperature anomaly profile in G1D-R3-U5
for different vertical resolutions.
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Figure I.23: Same as Figure I.18 but for G3D-R3-U5 1/18° experiments.
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Figure I.24: Same as Figure I.14 but comparing vertical resolutions for the
experiment with 1D physics (left), 3D physics (right). Within each panel, the upper
left is for ML5-UT>5; the upper right is ML10-UT10; the lower left is ML5-UT10,
and the lower right is ML5-UT5.
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Figure I.25: Same as Figure I.15 but comparing vertical resolutions for the
experiment with 1D physics (left), 3D physics (right). Within each panel, the upper
left is for ML5-UT>5; the upper right is ML10-UT10; the lower left is ML5-UT10,
and the lower right is ML5-UT5.
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ABSTRACT
Although hurricane models can now more accurately forecast storm track, they
have not made significant improvement in forecasting hurricane intensity.

Sea

surface temperature and ocean heat content play an important role in regulating
tropical cyclone intensity. The focus of this study is on initialization scheme. The
Princeton Ocean Model (POM) is used to calculate the temperature fields under a
specified hurricane wind stress, utilizing wind data from National Hurricane Center
message files for the initialization simulations.
Different model initializations, primarily differing in the method of data
assimilation, were tested and model output was compared to in-situ data from buoys
and Airborne eXpendable BathyThermographs (AXBTs) and satellite observations
from a survey mission on 16 July 2009 and during Hurricane Isaac in 2012. The
initializations tested were Global HYCOM and Feature-Based. For the survey, the
feature-based initialization was run three times, once using only CCAR altimetry
input, a second time using CCAR as well as AXBTs to determine the warm core ring
structure and location, and a third time using CCAR altimetry input and AXBTs to
determine the location only. The survey model comparisons showed that the featurebased simulation with AXBT assimilation had the best agreement with the data. The
results were less conclusive when assessing the model response to hurricane
conditions during Hurricane Isaac. Both simulations have locations where they have
good skill, but no initialization out-performed the others overall. Both of the
simulations overestimate the sea surface temperature cooling; the feature-based
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simulation typically underestimates the mixed layer depth whereas the HYCOM
simulation overestimates it.

1. Introduction
The ability to forecast accurately hurricane track and intensity is an important
and complex issue. It has been well established that the ocean is a driving force
behind hurricane genesis and evolution (e.g. Price 1981, Ginis 2002). Idealized and
real case studies of coupled tropical cyclone models have shown that storm intensity
is sensitive to ocean coupling, especially for slow moving storms or those over
shallow mixed layers (Bender and Ginis 2000, Ginis 2002).
Many studies compared observations to models for specific storms (eg.
Bender and Ginis 2000, Bender et al. 2007, D’Asaro et al. 2007, Sanford et al. 2007,
Halliwell et al. 2008, Mainelli et al. 2008, Sriver et al. 2008, Halliwell et al. 2011,
Lloyd et al. 2011) or specifically in the vicinity of the Loop Current in the Gulf of
Mexico (eg. Leben 2005, Oey et al. 2005, Vukovich 2007, Hamilton et al. 2011,
Shay et al. 2011). The response of an ocean model to hurricane forcing is very
sensitive to initial conditions. This study examines two different initialization
procedures, Global HYCOM and Feature-Based (FB), in the Princeton Ocean Model
(POM). One of the key differences between these methods is the degree and method
of data assimilation. Data assimilation is essential for accurate ocean forecasting
because 1) many ocean phenomena are due to flow instabilities and therefore are not
simply a deterministic response to atmospheric forcing, 2) there are errors in
atmospheric forcing, and 3) ocean models are also imperfect, especially due to
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limitations in resolution (Chassignet et al. 2006). Section 2 will discuss the details of
these initialization methods. Section 3 will evaluate the initialization initial fields
compared to an array of Airborne eXpendable BathyThermographs (AXBTs) dropped
in July of 2009. Section 4 will examine the modeled ocean response to Hurricane
Isaac (2012). Section 5 will summarize the conclusions.

Section 2: Model Initialization Methods
Two different model initialization methods will be compared: Global
HYCOM and Feature-Based. HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) is a freerunning global ocean model that is nudged daily towards NCODA (Chassignet et al.
2006, Chassignet et al. 2009). NCODA, or Navy Coupled Ocean Data Assimilation,
is a daily real-time global ocean product distributed by the Fleet Numerical
Meteorological and Oceanography Center (FNMOC) and Naval Oceanographic
Office (NAVOCEANO). Its output is comprised of 3-dimensional temperature,
salinity, and geostrophic current fields, as well as the 2-D geopotential. The fields are
created from short-term forecasts to which available observations are assimilated.
The interpolation method used to assimilate the data is an oceanographic
implementation of the multivariate optimum interpolation technique (MVOI). Table
II.1 lists global operational ocean observation data sources (Cummings 2005).
NCODA has 1/6° horizontal resolution and 34 vertical levels.
HYCOM wind and thermal forcing inputs are provided by Navy Operational
Global Atmospheric Forcing System (NOGAPS) (Chassignet et al. 2006). HYCOM
has 1/12° horizontal resolution and 32 vertical levels. The vertical coordinates are a
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hybrid of isopycnal, sigma-level, and z-level. It has been running in real time since
February 2007 (Chassignet et al. 2009) and daily fields are available at ftp.hycom.org.
The feature-based (FB) initialization method initially reads in the Generalized
Digital Environmental Model (GDEM) climatology (Falkovich et al. 2005,
Yablonsky and Ginis 2009, Gopalakrishnan et al. 2011). GDEM is a monthly
temperature and salinity climatology, with a horizontal grid spacing of 1/2° and 33
vertical levels. The data in the version of GDEM used operationally in Hurricane
Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) model are mostly taken from the 1986
Master Oceanographic Observational Data Set (MOODS) (Teague et al. 1990).
Climatology does a poor job representing mesoscale oceanic features that do not
follow an annual or regular cycle, such as the penetration of the Loop Current into the
Gulf of Mexico and the shedding and reattachment of Loop Current eddies
(Yablonsky and Ginis 2009). The correct location of these features is important for
hurricane prediction; the Loop Current separates the two water masses of different
properties. The Gulf of Mexico waters have a shallower mixed layer, while the
Caribbean Sea waters have a deeper mixed layer. This difference in mixed layer depth
could affect storm intensity and SST cooling as the storm crosses the Loop Current. A
key assumption in the FB modeling approach is that the cross-frontal temperature,
salinity, and velocity structures in the upper and main thermocline do not change
significantly along the strong oceanic front (Falkovich et al. 2005). The FB method
involves a cross-frontal “sharpening” procedure to yield more realistic ocean
structure. The Loop Current position and structure and associated eddies are manually
placed during model initialization based on real time in situ or remotely sensed
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observations. One data source frequently used is the Colorado Center for
Astrodynamic Research (CCAR) sea surface height (SSH), which is based on satellite
altimetry (Leben et al. 2002:
http://eddy.colorado.edu/ccar/ssh/hist_gom_grid_viewer). Based on Leben’s findings
(2005), the 17 cm SSH contour is used to define the feature boundaries. Other
available data sources such as AXBTs can then be used to refine feature position and
structure (Yablonsky and Ginis 2008). During spin-up of the FB model, the 1°
resolution NCEP GFS SST daily product (Reynolds and Smith 1994) is assimilated.
In the operational HWRF hurricane model, the FB method is used for the ocean
model with 1/6° horizontal spacing and 23 vertical levels (Gopalakrishnan et al.
2011). For this study, a version of this code has been adapted for research purposes
with 1/12° horizontal grid spacing.
All of these initialization procedures were tested in the Princeton Ocean
model (POM). POM is a 3D, primitive equation, numerical ocean model with sigma
coordinates in the vertical and curvilinear orthogonal horizontal coordinates on an
Arakawa C grid (Mellor 2004). There are two phases to model operation. During
phase 1 (historically phase 3), the ocean is spun up for 48 hours, while the SST is
held constant. The temperature and salinity fields are dynamically adjusted and
geostrophically-adjusted currents are generated. In phase 2 (historically phase 4),
wind stress is applied and the cold wake is generated. Currently, wind information
from the National Hurricane Center (NHC) message files is used (Bender and Ginis
2000). The model was run for the United Domain for FB and for a transatlantic
subset of the Global HYCOM (Figure II.1). The Global HYCOM was run on an mpi-
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version of POM. It has 18 years of community upgrades, including the ability to run
on multiple processors (URI July 2012 HFIP report).

3. Evaluation of HYCOM/Feature-Based Initial fields using AXBT data
Remotely sensed satellite data and in-situ data are useful for assimilation into
the model and for model verification. Two sources of in situ data are used in this
study: AXBTs and buoys. Airborne eXpendable BathyThermographs (AXBTs) are
launched from aircraft flying above the storm. Once they hit the sea surface, the
AXBTs float on the surface and deploy a long wire with thermistors, or temperature
sensors, which collect and transmit the vertical temperature profile through the water
column at that location at the time of the drop. Figure II.2 shows an AXBT and a
schematic of its deployment. Buoys are also a good source of in situ data; while they
only collect temperature data at the surface. AXBT data is only available at a one
location at one time; buoy data is available at one location but frequently with
temporal resolution of an hour.
Fifty-seven AXBTs were deployed in a lawnmower pattern in the Gulf of
Mexico on July 16, 2009 by NOAA/AOML Hurricane Research Division (HRD).
Figure II.3 shows the AXBT locations. The goal was to collect information on sea
surface temperature and ocean heat content as background for any tropical activity in
the Gulf of Mexico during the 2009 season.
(http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/Storm_pages/misc2009/20090716I1.html)
In early July 2009, a large warm core ring (WCR), known as Eddy Ekman, broke off
from the Loop Current (Horizon Marine, Hamilton et al. 2011). This array of AXBT
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observations allows the validation of model initialization in pre-storm conditions and
the examination of feature position and structure of the WCR. One of the goals of the
NOAA/AOML/HRD 2009 Hurricane Field Program was to collect information that
spans the tropical cyclone lifecycle in a variety of environments as part of the
Intensity Forecasting EXperiment (IFEX) Program. The purpose of IFEX was a
better understanding of storm genesis and ocean-atmospheric interaction; this would
hopefully lead to refinements in forecasting storm intensity. They used a variety of
instruments including radar, Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR), and
AXBTs to collect measurements of ocean and atmospheric conditions.
The AXBT information is used in NCODA if it is available by forecast hour,
which is then used in HYCOM. In the FB initialization, AXBTs can be used to refine
the position and structure of the Loop Current and any Loop Current Eddies present.
The temperature field is initially taken from GDEM monthly climatology, shown for
July in Figure II.4. Next, satellite altimetry data is used to create an initial
approximation of the position of the Loop Current and any eddies in the Gulf of
Mexico, Figure II.5. Here, CCAR SSH is used to define the northern extent of the
Loop Current, the points at either end of the major axis of any rings, and the radius of
the minor axis. Caribbean Common Water temperature profile is used to define the
vertical temperature profile at the center of the WCR. The result of the above steps is
shown in Figure II.6.
At this stage, AXBTs can be used to refine the structure and position of the
warm core ring. The edge of the ring can be located where there is a transition from a
deeper mixed layer and the water is warmer at depth to the shallower mixed layer and
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colder water at depth of the Gulf Common Water. Figure II.7 shows three AXBTs in
a row that are used to bound the WCR. While the temperature profile measured by
AXBT #33 shown in Figure II.7 is characteristic of Gulf Common Water, the
temperature profile measured by AXBT #31 is clearly located within the WCR as
evidenced by the deep thermocline and warmer water at 300 m. We can therefore
locate the edge of the ring near AXBT #32. Adjusting based on AXBT information
resulted in the eastern extent of the WCR being relocated 0.3° farther east, the center
of the ring shifting 0.35° north, and the radius of the minor axis shrinking by 0.2°.
The center of the ring was identified by the location with the deepest mixed layer and
the warmest temperature at 75 m depth. In this case, AXBT #54 marks that location
and is used to define the water profile at the center of the ring instead of the default
Caribbean profile as shown in Figure II.8. The Caribbean profile is the default
because the WCR breaks off from the Loop Current which originates in the
Caribbean. Finally, the GFS SST is assimilated. Figure II.9 shows the SST and
temperature at 75 m depth after the AXBT and SST assimilation.
This study will compare three different FB initializations that use 1) only
CCAR SSH information to define feature position (FB-CCAR), 2) AXBT
information to refine the WCR position (FB-AXBT-POSONLY), and 3) AXBT
information to refine the WCR position and to define the temperature structure in the
center of the ring (FB-AXBT). The location of the Loop Current and the CCR are
not changed in all three FB initializations; the differences are only in the position and
structure of the WCR.
Figure II.10 compares the sea surface heights from the Global HYCOM and
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the three FB initializations to the CCAR SSH data. The model comparisons were
done using the output fields from the end of phase 1, after a 48-h spin-up. It is
important to note that the FB initialization only allows for elliptical types of eddies.
Eddies with more complex geometry cannot be accurately represented. On 16 July,
2009, the CCAR SSH incorporated data from three satellites: Envisat, Jason1, and
Jason2. The five panels in Figure II.10 show the differences in size, shape, and
location of Eddy Ekman in the observations and in the model with different data
assimilation procedures. The Global HYCOM eddy is the closest in size and shape to
the CCAR SSH, as it is not constrained to be elliptical in shape. FB-CCAR results in
a ring that is too weak; this is remedied by using the center profile defined from
AXBT data (FB-AXBT). FB-AXBT-POSONLY has the same WCR position as the
FB-AXBT but the structure is too weak like FB-CCAR.
While the sea surface height is a good indicator of ring position, for ocean
modeling and especially for hurricane modeling, the thermal structure is of greater
importance. The sea surface temperature is the immediate driver, as it is in contact
with the atmosphere (Figure II.11). In addition to the AXBTs, the simulated SST can
be compared to remotely sensed satellite data. The Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) radiometer, the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI), retrieves sea
surface temperature. The advantage of the microwave retrieval over infrared
observation is that SST can be measured through clouds. Data is available on a 0.25°
grid (www.ssmi.com/tmi/tmi_description.html). The TMI data shown below is a 3day average 14 July through 16 July 2009 inclusive.
The TMI satellite SST is much warmer than the blended AXBT temperature
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field, so there is some discrepancy between the direct observations. The sea surface
temperature for all of the feature-based simulations is identical to the GFS SST, and it
is much cooler than the TMI, AXBT, and HYCOM SSTs. The sea surface
temperature in the Gulf of Mexico has small horizontal variability during the summer
(Yablonsky and Ginis 2008), but the mixed layer depth and upper thermocline depth
will vary with feature and Loop Current positions so larger differences are expected
in temperature fields below the surface.
Figure II.12 shows the temperature at a depth of 75 meters from the surface
for the AXBTs and for the different simulations. Both the Global HYCOM and FB
without AXBT assimilation of center temperature structure (FB-CCAR and FBAXBT-POSONLY) overestimate the temperature at 75m. The simulation with
AXBT assimilation at the center (FB-AXBT) shows a similar size and temperature to
the blended AXBT field. In all instances, the more complex spatial pattern cannot be
captured by the FB model.
Eddy Ekman has a complex vertical structure. Figure II.13 shows the AXBT
locations overlaid on the 75 meter blended temperature field, and the vertical
temperature profiles at three locations: inside the warm core ring, at the edge of the
ring, and Gulf Common Water. The four closest grid points to the AXBT location
were identified in the model output, and a weighted average was used to calculate the
model temperature profile at each AXBT location. All of the model initializations
accurately simulate Gulf Common Water (AXBT #33). Within the ring (AXBT #28),
only FB-AXBT accurately represents the entire vertical structure. FB-AXBTPOSONLY does not capture well the thermocline structure. It has a much deeper
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mixed layer and is colder at depth. The HYCOM profile is too warm for the upper
approximately 200 meters. Only FB-AXBT accurately places the edge of the ring
(AXBT #31). HYCOM and the FB-CCAR and FB-AXBT-POSONLY situate the ring
edge farther to the east, as evidenced by the colder temperature profile, which more
closely resembles Gulf Common Water.
The observed vertical temperature structure of the center of the ring is
markedly different from the Caribbean profile, as shown in Figure II.6. This ring
separated from the Loop Current early in July (Hamilton et al. 2011,
horizonmarine.com), so on 16 July it had not been separated from the Caribbean
source water for long. Also, it is early enough in the summer season that the water has
not reached its peak temperature. While the ring only recently broke off, the center of
the ring had been isolated from the source water for a few months. This timing was
determined by looking at the closed contour lines in the CCAR altimetry date from
March through July. The deeper thermocline reflects a very deep Caribbean mixed
layer, while the upper mixed layer could be due to summer solar radiation. Shay et al.
(2011) found a similar structure with a deep thermostad down to 80 to 120 m
straddling 19 to 20 degrees C in Eddy Franklin in 2010. They hypothesized that the
structure was due to insolation. The full thermal structure across the ring can be seen
at a vertical cross-section taken through the center of the ring (Figure II.14). In the
AXBT field, the FB-AXBT output, and HYCOM field, the complex structure of the
mixed layer and the thermostad is visible, whereas the mixed layer is more
homogeneous in the FB-CCAR and FB-AXBT-POSONLY. The warm ring in FBCCAR does not penetrate as deep as in the measurements. Changing the ring position
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(FB-AXBT-POSONLY) appears to make the ring wider, which is more consistent
with the observed AXBT field. The ring in the HYCOM output is much warmer than
that measured by the AXBTs. FB-AXBT best captures the structure and magnitude
of the warm core ring in this cross-section.
Although FB-AXBT performs better than the other initialization procedures
within this ring, there are other locations where this is not the case, as shown in
Figure II.15. The largest challenges in using FB initialization is representing the ring
position and defining the edge. The only inputs to the model in defining a WCR
position are two points and a radius; therefore, complex geometry is impossible to
represent realistically. AXBTs #16 and #48 are two examples where the FB model is
unable to represent realistically the ring position. At AXBT #16, the FB-CCAR is
closest to the AXBT profile; the profile appears more similar to the Gulf Common
Water profile than the ring profile, while the FB-AXBT simulation shows a profile
more characteristic of a WCR. At AXBT #52, FB-CCAR is again closer to the
AXBT profile. Here, it is more characteristic of a boundary point than the Gulf
Common Water profile as shown by FB-AXBT-POSONLY and FB-AXBT. At both
AXBT #52 and AXBT #40, the FB SST is too low, highlighting perhaps some
deficiencies in the GFS SST. At AXBT #40, it is possible that if the SST were
corrected for the FB-AXBT simulation, the entire profile would be warmer and align
better with the AXBT profile. At this location, all of the FB simulations reflect a
WCR profile; however, the FB-AXBT-POSONLY cannot capture the structure that is
captured by FB-AXBT. For the model to most closely resemble the AXBT input,
both position and structure information must be assimilated.
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The ocean thermal field is often represented in hurricane-ocean interaction by
a metric termed the upper ocean heat content (OHC). It is calculated as:
, where ρ is the density, cp is the heat capacity, D26 is the
depth of the 26 degree isotherm, T is the temperature, and z is the depth. Figure II.16
shows the ocean heat content for each of the model initializations compared to the
ocean heat content calculated from the AXBT measurements. Each vertical profile
was interpolated to 1-m spacing before integrating. The ocean heat content is much
too high when calculated from HYCOM compared to the AXBTs. It is moderately
too high for FB-CCAR and FB-AXBT-POSONLY. It is too weak overall for FBAXBT. HYCOM, FB-CCAR, and FB-AXBT- POSONLY clearly show a
significantly increased OHC within the WCR. However, FB-AXBT shows a much
lower OHC and a weaker ring, which is more consistent with the AXBT field.
In addition to comparing the entire field, we can compare the OHC calculated
at discrete the AXBT locations (Figure II.17). The trends seen in the fields are also
reflected in this figure. Some key statistics are summarized in Table II.2. Root mean
square error (RMSE) and bias were calculated by:

where the overbar represents the mean value.
FB-AXBT shows the most skill in matching the AXBT measurements, with
lowest root mean square error and the lowest bias. The simulations initialized with
HYCOM and FB-CCAR tend to overestimate the OHC at most locations. They have
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the closest fit for mid-values and are farther from observations at the two extremes.
FB-AXBT-POSONLY results are similar to those of FB-CCAR. The simulation
initialized with FB-AXBT underestimates the OHC value at low values of OHC and
overestimates the value for high OHC, within the WCR. This error in part is due to
errors in the sea surface temperature; in many locations it is too low. Therefore, the
continued use of GFS SST must be evaluated. Large differences are also seen at the
edges of the WCR. Simply adjusting ring position does not have as large an effect as
accurate specification of the center temperature profile, although the RMSE is a bit
lower in FB-AXBT-POSONLY than FB-CCAR. Therefore, it is important in
planning future AXBT deployments in front of a hurricane in the Gulf of Mexico that
AXBTs are dropped at the center of the ring as well as at the periphery.

4. Evaluation of Simulated Ocean Response Under Hurricane Conditions
Different initialization schemes affect not only the initial fields but also the
ocean response under hurricane conditions. Hurricane Isaac in 2012 was selected as a
test case due to the high volume of AXBT data available for verification. The AXBT
data set was made available to us by Cdr. Beth Sanabia and her group at the United
States Naval Academy. Figure II.18 shows the AXBT drop locations for two days
during Hurricane Isaac, August 28th and August 29th, and the location of a buoy that
will also be used for comparison. Buoy data was downloaded from the National Data
Buoy Center.
Hurricane Isaac caused severe damage in the Caribbean and along the Gulf of
Mexico coast. It originated from a tropical wave that moved into the Atlantic Ocean
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from the west coast of Africa. On August 21st, it was upgraded to Tropical
Depression Nine and later to Tropical Storm Isaac
(http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/archive/2012/ISAAC.shtml). Isaac became a category 1
Hurricane around 1620 UTC on August 28th and maintained hurricane force winds
for about a day. The storm moved northwestward across the Gulf of Mexico due to a
subtropical ridge to its north. The air was dry, preventing the inner core of
convention to develop. A ragged eye developed multiple times but was unable to
persist. Isaac was a large, slow-moving storm that made landfall in the mouth of the
Mississippi River at 2345 on August 28th. The storm moved back to water shortly
after and made the second landfall at 0715 on August 29th in the southwest
Louisiana.
Before comparing the ocean response with the in situ data, it is instructive to
compare the ocean initial conditions created by the HYCOM and FB initializations.
Figure II.19 compares the sea surface height from the different initial conditions with
the CCAR SSH on August 26, 2012. On this date, CCAR used altimetry data from
three satellites: Cryosat, Jason1, and Jason2. The AXBTs are too disparate in space
to make a blended field for comparison. Also, the time of the drop matters when
examining AXBTs in the context of a storm; the drop times are divided into pre-,
post-, and during the storm relative to the storm track. HYCOM shows the highest
sea surface height, and the warm core ring is oriented closer to the meridional
direction than the feature-based initialization and CCAR altimetry. FB is constrained
to have an elliptical ring, so it cannot closely match the shape of the warm core ring
from the altimetry data, but the SSH shows a similar magnitude.
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The results of the spin-up are used for the initial conditions for the model.
Wind data (hurricane “extended” track file) provided by NOAA’s National Hurricane
Center (NHC) is used to calculate the wind forcing. The extended track record for
Hurricane Isaac is shown in Table II.3. At each model time step, the hurricane track
data are interpolated to determine the current position, the storm speed and size. If
there is missing data in any of NE/SE/NW/SW quadrants for both the 34 and 50 knot
wind radii, an idealized Holland profile (1980) is used based on the maximum wind
speed and radius of maximum wind. It is calculated according to:

where Wmax is the maximum wind speed, ρair is the density of air, ΔP is the difference
between the environmental pressure and the pressure at the center of the storm, rmax is
the radius of maximum wind, r is the radius from the storm center to the location
where the wind is being calculated, and f is the Coriolis parameter at that location
(Holland 1980). Half the translation speed is added to the wind field on the right side
of the storm. If there is wind information for both 34 and 50 knot radii in the relevant
quadrant, the wind speeds and radii are used in the formulas below. Otherwise, if
only either the 34 or 50 knot wind is available, only that is used in the calculation and
the other is set to zero. The wind is calculated by (Moon et al. 2003):
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The wind stress magnitude is calculated using the bulk formula, in which case the
drag coefficient is calculated as an empirical function of the 10-m wind speed, similar
to Moon et al. (2007) but modified to decrease the drag coefficient at high wind
speeds to be more consistent with observations as suggested by Tung (2008)
(Yablonsky and Ginis 2009). Figure II.20 shows the wind stress at two times along
the storm track.
The cold wake is generated by applying the wind stress as the surface
boundary condition in the model. No heat flux is applied; therefore, an initialization
time close to the time of interest was selected so that the background temperature
field does not drift too far. Figure II.21 shows the hurricane-induced cold wake in the
sea surface temperature field in the model runs using the FB and HYCOM initial
fields and TRMM-TMI observations.

While the Gulf Common Water is cooler for

the feature-based simulation in general, the storm-induced cooling is less in the wake
of Hurricane Isaac. The HYCOM-initialized simulation shows the most cooling in
the storm wake.
The subsurface response can also be examined. Figure II.22 shows the
temperature at 75 m on 29 August 2012. The temperature in the Loop Current and
the WCR are fairly consistent for all of the model initialization schemes. The WCR
appears the weakest in HYCOM. The Gulf Common Water is warmer in general in
the models initialized with HYCOM. Although it is not the focus of this study, it
appears that the currents are stronger and there is more detail structure in the western
Gulf of Mexico in the HYCOM initialized model.
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Buoy 42003 is located very close to the storm track (Figure II.18). Figure
II.23 compares the time series of the sea surface temperature as measured by the buoy
to the sea surface temperature model outputs. Hurricane Isaac passed the buoy
around 18Z 27 August 2012 (42 hours after 00Z 26 August). The anemometer on this
buoy was mounted at 5 m. The model output is the wind speed at 10 m. The buoy
winds speed at 10 m was calculated according to:
, where U is the wind speed, u* is the friction velocity, zch is the
height calculated by the Charnock relation , κ is the von Karmen constant, and g is
the gravitational constant. Neutral stability and zch=0.015 have been assumed. U* is
constant within the boundary layer and can be calculated by

. The

buoy measured less cooling than calculated by any of the simulations. The sea
surface temperature was warmer at this location prior to storm passage in the
simulations initialized by FB; the simulation that used HYCOM initialization had a
pre-storm sea surface temperature closer to buoy observation. Both models show a
greater drop in temperature than that measured by the buoy, but the drop is much too
large in the simulation initialized with HYCOM.
An AXBT was dropped at (-85.565, 26.183), close to the buoy, on 28 August
2012 at 3:14, approximately 53 hours after 26 August 00Z. Figure II.24 shows the
model and AXBT temperature profile at this location. The model output was
interpolated to the AXBT location. Output was generated at hourly intervals, and the
AXBT was compared to the closest output file in time. HYCOM has colder sea
surface temperature by about a degree by the end of hurricane forcing. The FB
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initialization is approximately a quarter degree warmer at the surface; the biggest
difference is seen at the base of the thermocline. One of the reasons for the
differences in the cooling rates could be related to the differences in the magnitudes
of the pre-storm currents. The stronger pre-storm currents in HYCOM could have
contributed to enhanced mixing during the storm passage and thus stronger SST
cooling.
Figure II.25 shows the comparison for AXBT 4, which is located in Gulf
Common Water far from the storm track. As with the AXBT July 16 Survey
discussed above, all of the simulations accurately capture the AXBT profile away
from features and the storm track.
Closer to the storm track, the models have less skill in capturing the complex
observed temperature field. For further analysis we divide the AXBTs into 3
categories: along the storm track (Figure II.26), to the right of the track (Figure II.27),
and to the left of the track (Figure II.28). The cooling is typically greatest to the right
of the track and weakest to the left of the track. This rightward bias is due to the
clock-wise rotating wind stress on the right enhancing the inertial motions (Price
1981). The WCR located to the left of the storm adds additional complexity to the
ocean response near it. Figure II.29 highlights a few AXBTs dropped near the edge
of the WCR; unfortunately, no AXBTs were dropped near the center of the eddy.
AXBT#10 was dropped approximately 6 hours after storm passage. AXBT #23 was
dropped during the storm passage at that location. At the location of AXBT #10,
HYCOM shows too much cooling at the surface. Without a pre-storm drop in a
similar location, it is unknown whether this difference is due to errors in initialization
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or model physics. The SST in the FB simulation is warmer than the AXBT and has a
much shallower mixed layer depth. At the location of AXBT #23, all of the models
have an SST that is colder than the AXBT temperature. The mixed layer depth is too
shallow in the FB simulation; however, below about 150 m, there is good agreement
between the FB simulation and the AXBT. The HYCOM simulation has a deeper
mixed layer and is warmer than the AXBT at depth.
There are four AXBTs located near each other to the right of the track: AXBT
#7, #15, #24, and #27 (Figure II.27). AXBT #7 was dropped at 6:07 on August 28;
AXBT #15 was dropped at 13:15 on August 28, AXBT #24 was dropped at 23:26 on
August 28, and AXBT #27 was dropped at 2:42 on August 29. The storm track was
closest to this cluster between 12:00 and 18:00 on August 28. Before the passage of
Hurricane Isaac (AXBT #7), all of the models slightly underestimate the sea surface
temperature and underestimate the mixed layer depth. Therefore, we would expect
more cooling in the simulations than measured by the AXBTs. At AXBT #15 (under
the storm), the sea surface temperature is similar between the simulations and the
AXBT. The mixed layer depth is greater in the simulations using HYCOM than that
measured by the AXBT. Some sea surface cooling is seen in all of simulations as
compared to the pre-storm conditions measured by AXBT #7. About 10 hours after
storm passage (AXBT #24), the AXBT does not show any additional cooling.
However, the sea surface has cooled more than 2° in the HYCOM simulation. The
FB simulation shows some SST cooling but much less than HYCOM. The mixed
layer depth is shallower in the FB simulation and slightly greater in the HYCOM
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simulation than that of the AXBT. The same trends as seen at AXBT #24 are found
at AXBT #27.
The AXBTs to the left of the track include AXBTs #19, #20, #26, and #29
(Figure II.28). The locations of AXBTs #19 and #26 are close to each other; they are
also close to the shelf. The bathymetry is different for each of the initializations.
AXBT #19 and AXBT #26 are separated by 10 hours. AXBT #19 is deployed more
than a 1 degree ahead of the storm center so it can be used to represent pre-storm
conditions at this location; the storm center is a little bit north and slightly east at the
time of AXBT #26 deployment (01:03 on August 29). AXBT #29 was deployed at
03:22 on August 29 2012. The simulations show lower SST and shallower mixed
layer in front of the storm (AXBT #19). All the simulations overestimated sea
surface cooling in the cold wake. The mixed layer depth is too shallow for the FB
simulation and too deep for the HYCOM simulation. These trends are similar to the
ones seen to the right of the track in Figure II.27.
A couple of AXBTs were dropped near the edge of the warm core ring (Figure
II.29). The HYCOM simulation shows better agreement in the thermal structure of
the water column at these locations. As we discussed in Section 3, the FB
initialization is more constrained in the types of feature geometry it can accurately
represent.
Ocean heat content calculations were performed at all 30 AXBT locations
using the same methodology described in Section 3. Figure II.30 shows the ocean
heat content for each AXBT as well as the comparisons of the simulations to the
AXBT calculated values. The simulation with feature-based initialization tends to
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underestimate the value of the OHC, especially at higher values. The simulation that
used HYCOM initialization underestimates the value of the OHC at very low values,
slightly overestimates at intermediate values, and is inconsistent at higher values.
Table II.4 summarizes some key statistics for the OHC calculations. The root mean
square error is similar for both of the simulations; the skill of the feature-based model
might be improved if there were AXBT measurements in the center of the warm core
ring prior to the storm that could be assimilated into the model.

5. Summary
Temperature fields from the Princeton Ocean Model using three different
initialization methods were compared to in-situ data collected during a survey on 16
July 2009 and Hurricane Isaac in 2012. Temperature fields measured during the
survey were compared with the feature-based initializations using 1) only CCAR SSH
data, 2) CCAR SSH and AXBT profiles to refine WCR position, and 3) CCAR SSH
and AXBT profiles to refine WCR position and thermal structure. The addition of
AXBTs to define feature position and structure greatly improved the skill of the
feature-based model. Assimilating information on both WCR position and structure
improved the model much more significantly than only assimilating data pertaining to
WCR position. In addition, comparisons were made with the model initializations
using data-assimilative Global HYCOM data analysis. We found that FB-AXBT
initialization method had the smallest RMS errors in simulating the observed ocean
heat content (OHC) compared to the HYCOM initializations
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To evaluate the ocean model response under storm conditions simulations of
Hurricane Isaac (2012) initialized with the feature-based method and Global
HYCOM, were compared to satellite, buoy, and AXBT measurements. No
initialization method was overall more skillful than the others, although each model
had locations where it outperformed the others. Both of the simulations tended to
overestimate the sea surface temperature cooling. The feature-based simulation
generally underestimated, while the HYCOM overestimated the mixed layer depth.
These trends held for both the right and left of the track. Future work is needed to
understand fully these differences. The wind forcing could also be improved by using
the HRD HWIND product instead of the hurricane message files. More case studies
should be conducted to evaluate how the model initializations fare under differing
storm and oceanic conditions.
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Table II.1: Data Sources used for assimilation into NCODA (Cummings 2005)
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Table II.2: Root mean square error and bias of OHC values for simulations compared
to AXBT calculated value for 16 July 2009 Survey
Bias

RMSE

HYCOM

16.5

34.4

FB-CCAR

13.9

26.4

FB-AXBT

3.2

23.8

FB-AXBT-POSONLY

14.8

26.3
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Table II.3: Extended track file for Hurricane Isaac. The first column is the reporting
agency (National Hurricane Center). The second column is the storm ID; the third
column is the storm name. The fourth column is the date (year, month, day). The
fifth column is the hour and minutes. The sixth column is the latitude measured in
tenths of a degree. The seventh column is the longitude west in tenths of a degree.
The eighth column is the direction of the storm motion in degrees from North; the
ninth column is the storm speed in tenths of a m/s. The tenth column is the storm
central pressure in mb; the eleventh column is the environmental pressure in mb. The
twelfth column is the estimated radius of the outermost closed isobar in km. The
thirteenth column is the estimated maximum wind speed in m/s and the fourteenth
column it the estimated radius of maximum wind in km. Columns 15 through 18 are
the estimated radius of 34 knot winds in NE/SE/NW/SW quadrants; columns 19
through 22 are the same for the 50 knot winds. -999 indicates that there is no estimate
or the data are missing.
(http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/mmb/data_processing/tcvitals_description.htm)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18

19 20

21 22

NHC 09L ISAAC

120825 0000 173 0720 315 051 0992 1008 0463 28 102 0371 0167 0139 0371 0111 -999 -999 -999

NHC 09L ISAAC

120825 0600 181 0727 315 057 0991 1008 0463 28 083 0371 0167 0139 0371 0111 -999 -999 -999

NHC 09L ISAAC

120825 1200 197 0737 320 077 0998 1007 0510 26 111 0334 0167 0111 0334 0111 -999 -999 -999

NHC 09L ISAAC

120825 1800 208 0753 310 093 1000 1008 0510 23 111 0334 0167 -999 0334 -999 -999 -999 -999

NHC 09L ISAAC

120826 0000 217 0767 305 088 0997 1008 0510 26 111 0334 0278 -999 0334 0111 -999 -999 -999

NHC 09L ISAAC

120826 0600 228 0782 305 088 0995 1008 0482 26 111 0334 0334 -999 0334 0111 -999 -999 -999

NHC 09L ISAAC

120826 1200 235 0800 300 088 0995 1008 0482 28 111 0334 0334 -999 0334 0111 -999 -999 -999

NHC 09L ISAAC

120826 1800 239 0815 295 077 0994 1008 0482 26 093 0334 0334 -999 0334 0111 -999 -999 -999

NHC 09L ISAAC

120827 0000 240 0825 285 062 0992 1007 0482 28 093 0334 0222 0148 0334 0111 -999 -999 0111

NHC 09L ISAAC

120827 0600 249 0837 295 062 0990 1007 0426 26 074 0334 0222 0148 0334 0093 -999 -999 0093

NHC 09L ISAAC

120827 1200 258 0848 305 067 0988 1007 0426 28 074 0334 0222 0148 0334 0093 -999 -999 0093

NHC 09L ISAAC

120827 1800 261 0859 300 051 0984 1007 0426 31 056 0334 0278 0148 0334 0093 -999 -999 0093

NHC 09L ISAAC

120828 0000 267 0865 310 046 0981 1008 0426 31 056 0278 0297 0185 0334 0093 0111 0093 0074

NHC 09L ISAAC

120828 0600 274 0877 305 051 0978 1012 0556 31 056 0334 0297 0222 0334 0111 0111 0093 0093

NHC 09L ISAAC

120828 1200 278 0882 305 031 0976 1012 0556 31 056 0334 0297 0222 0334 0148 0111 0093 0093

NHC 09L ISAAC

120828 1800 285 0889 310 046 0975 1012 0556 33 093 0297 0278 0222 0278 0148 0130 0093 0093

NHC 09L ISAAC

120829 0000 290 0895 315 041 0968 1008 0510 36 074 0297 0278 0278 0259 0148 0130 0093 0093

NHC 09L ISAAC

120829 0600 290 0900 305 031 0968 1008 0510 36 074 0278 0278 0259 0241 0148 0130 0093 0093

NHC 09L ISAAC

120829 1200 294 0905 305 026 0970 1008 0510 36 065 0278 0278 0259 0185 0148 0130 0074 0074

NHC 09L ISAAC

120829 1800 298 0908 310 026 0974 1007 0510 31 083 0278 0278 0259 0148 0093 0093 -999 -999

NHC 09L ISAAC

120830 0000 301 0911 320 026 0977 1006 0510 26 074 0241 0278 0259 0130 0093 0148 -999 -999

NHC 09L ISAAC

120830 0600 305 0913 325 021 0981 1006 0510 23 074 0185 0278 0259 0130 -999 -999 -999 -999

NHC 09L ISAAC

120830 1200 313 0919 330 041 0985 1006 0510 21 185 -999 0315 0259 -999 -999 -999 -999 -999
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Table II.4: Root mean square error and bias for OHC values of simulations compared
to AXBT calculated value for Hurricane Isaac
RMSE

Bias

FB

21.19

-14.82

HYCOM

18.61

-6.06
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Figure II.1: Transatlantic and United Domains.
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Figure II.2: AXBT instrument (left). Schematic diagram of AXBT deployment
(right). (hurricanescience.org)
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Figure II.3: AXBT locations for July 16, 2009 survey.
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Figure II.4: GDEM Climatology for July SST (left) and temperature at 75 m (right).
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Figure II.5: CCAR SSH for 16 July 2009. The Loop Current is in the lower right.
There is a large warm core ring and a smaller cold core ring (CCR). The block dots
are the positions of the northern extent of the Loop Current and the ends of the major
axes of the rings used in the FB method. The black lines are the radii of the minor
axes of the rings. Contours are every 10 cm. The marked locations are based on the
17 cm contours.
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Figure II.6: Sea surface temperature (left) and 75 m temperature (right) after Loop
Current, WCR, and CCR have been assimilated using the FB method.
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Figure II.7: AXBT # 33, 32, 31 (left to right).
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Figure II.8: Temperature profile at center of WCR.
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Figure II.9 : Sea surface temperature (left) and 75 m temperature (right) after GFS
SST and AXBTs have been assimilated.
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Figure II.10: Sea surface height (cm) from CCAR (top), Global HYCOM (middle
left), FB-CCAR (middle right), FB-AXBT (bottom left), and FB-AXBT-POSONLY
(bottom right). Contours are every 10 cm.
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Figure II.11: Sea surface temperature on 16 July 2009 from observed TMI (top left),
blended from 57 AXBT observations (top right), HYCOM (bottom left), FB-CCAR
(bottom right).
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Figure II.12: Sea surface temperature on 16 July 2009 blended from 57 AXBT
observations (top), HYCOM (middle left), FB-CCAR (middle right), FBAXBT(bottom left), and FB-AXBT-POSONLY (bottom right). Contour lines are
every 1°.
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Figure II.13. Observed temperature at 75-m depth using a blend of 57 AXBTs on 16
July 2009 (upper left); temperature profiles at the locations of AXBT #28 (upper
right), AXBT #31 (lower left), and AXBT #33 (lower right).
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Figure II.14: Vertical cross-section of temperature through center of ring from AXBT
# 33-24 (top), HYCOM (middle left), FB-CCAR (middle right), FB-AXBT(bottom
left), and FB-AXBT-POSONLY (bottom right). Contour lines are every 1°.
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Figure II.15. Temperature profiles at the locations of AXBT #16 (upper left), AXBT
#52 (upper right), AXBT #40 (lower left), and AXBT #48 (lower right).
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Figure II.16: Ocean heat content calculated from 57 AXBT observations (top),
HYCOM (middle left), FB-CCAR (middle right), FB-AXBT (bottom left), and FBAXBT-POSONLY (bottom right). Contour lines are every 10 kJ/cm2.
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Figure II.17: Ocean heat content for the model output at the AXBT location versus
the AXBT location for the simulations initialized with HYCOM (upper left), FBCCAR (upper right) . FB-AXBT (lower left), and FB-AXBT-POSONLY (lower
right). The dashed line is the 1:1 line.
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Figure II.18: AXBT drop position for August 28 (red) and August 29 (blue) during
Hurricane Isaac (2012). Buoy 42003 is marked by a black circle. The thick black
line is the storm track, with the storm position marked every 6 hours. The top figure
covers the entire Gulf of Mexico; the bottom figure is zoomed in on the AXBT drop
locations.
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Figure II.19: Sea surface height on August 26th 2012 from CCAR altimetry (top),
simulation run with feature-based initialization (lower left) and Global HYCOM
initialization (lower right).
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Figure II.20: Wind stress (N m-2) on 26 August 2012 (left) and 28 August 2012
(right).
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Figure II.21: Sea surface temperature and currents on August 29, 2012 for TRMMTMI (top), FB (lower left), HYCOM (lower right). The black line is the track of
Hurricane Isaac.
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Figure II.22: Temperature and currents at 75 m on August 29, 2012 for FB (left),
HYCOM (right). The black line is the track of Hurricane Isaac.
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Figure II.23: Time series of sea surface temperature as measured by buoy 42003
compared to model output at (-85.612, 26.044). The time is measured as hours after
00Z on 26 August 2012.
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Figure II.24: Temperature profile on 28 August 2012 for AXBT #2 and model output.
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Figure II.25: Temperature profile on 28 August 2012 for AXBT #4 and model output.
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Figure II.26: Temperature profile for AXBT #10 (left) and AXBT #23 (right) and
model output along the storm track.
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Figure II.27: Temperature profile for AXBT #7 (top left), AXBT #15 (top right),
AXBT #24 (bottom left), AXBT #27 (bottom right) and model output on the right of
the storm track.
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Figure II.28: Temperature profile for AXBT #19 (top left), AXBT #26 (top right),
AXBT #20 (bottom left), AXBT #29 (bottom right) and model output – on the left of
the storm track.
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Figure II.29: Temperature profiles at AXBT #16 (left) and AXBT #17 (right) – near
the edge of the WCR.
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Figure II.30: Ocean heat content for each AXBT (top). Comparisons of OHC for the
Feature-based initialized simulation to AXBTs (lower) and OHC HYCOM-AXBT
(lower right). The dashed line is 1:1 line.
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